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Optimization of Overdrive Signoff in High-Performance and Low-Power ICs
Tuck-Boon Chan, Andrew B. Kahng, Jiajia Li, Siddhartha Nath, and Bongil Park

Abstract— In modern system-on-chip implementations, multimode
design is commonly used to achieve better circuit performance and power
across voltage-scaled, “turbo” and other operating modes. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no available systematic analysis or methodology
for the selection of associated signoff modes for multimode circuit implementations. In this brief, we observe significant impacts of signoff mode
selection on circuit area, power, and performance. For example, incorrect
choice of signoff voltages for required overdrive frequencies can incur
12% suboptimality in power or 20% in area. Using the concept of mode
dominance as a guideline, we propose a scalable, model-based adaptive
search methodology to explore the design space for signoff mode selection.
Our proposed methodology is duty cycle-aware in its minimization of
lifetime energy. Results show that our proposed methodology provides
>8% improvement in performance, for given Vdd , area and power
constraints, compared with the traditional “signoff and scale” method.
Further, the signoff modes determined by our methods result in <6%
overhead in power compared with the optimal signoff modes.

Index Terms— Design space exploration, frequency overdrive,
multicorner multimode design, signoff optimization.
I. I NTRODUCTION
In the era of heterogeneous multicore systems-on-a-chip (SoCs),
the performance of single-threaded operations limits the overall
speedup of applications. Designers use frequency overdrive at
elevated voltages to obtain better performance in consumer electronic
devices [2]. An operating mode (for simplicity, mode) is defined by
an (operating frequency, voltage) pair. Devices typically operate at
two or three modes, e.g., supply voltage-scaled (SVS), nominal, and
turbo (overdrive). The nominal and SVS modes correspond to a lower
operating voltage and a lower frequency, whereas the overdrive mode
corresponds to a higher operating voltage and a higher frequency.
We define the average power (Pavg ) for a circuit with both nominal
and overdrive modes as
Pavg = r × POD + (1 − r ) × Pnom ,

0<r <1

(1)

where the duty cycle r is the total overdrive time normalized to the
total lifetime. POD and Pnom are the circuit power at overdrive and
nominal modes, respectively.
We define the signoff mode design space (or design space) as
the set of feasible signoff mode combinations. A point in this
design space specifies m (frequency, voltage) pairs for m-mode
signoff, where m ≥ 1. Signing off at different points in a design
space results in circuits with different performance, power, and area.
Fig. 1 shows that the average power of a given design can vary up
to 26% across 40 different definitions of the overdrive mode, with a
fixed nominal mode. Even when the overdrive frequency is fixed, the
average power can vary up to 12% for different overdrive voltages.
Circuit power varies with signoff voltage because when signing off
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Fig. 1.
Pavg of circuits signed off at the same nominal mode
(500 MHz, 0.9 V), but 40 different overdrive modes. Design: AES [12].
Technology: foundry 65 nm. Corner: FF/125 °C. r = 10%.

at a lower voltage, buffer insertion to meet timing constraints leads
to higher power. On the other hand, although circuit area decreases
with a higher signoff voltage, power increases with operating voltage.
The optimal signoff voltage must comprehend this tension.
Fig. 1 suggests that we can reduce design cost by carefully
optimizing the signoff modes. Accordingly, in this brief, we study the
signoff mode optimization problem, which seeks the optimal nominal
and overdrive modes with respect to optimization objectives and
constraints. Similar multimode signoff optimization has been studied
by [5]. However, our work achieves greater insight into the basic
tradeoff between frequency and voltage at the circuit level. As an
extension to the previous work [1], we propose a more efficient and
effective methodology for multimode signoff optimization.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1) Based on the property of equivalent dominance, we propose a
global optimization flow (using model-based adaptive search)
to analyze and identify the dominant modes before circuit
implementation.
2) Our proposed methodologies lead to >8% and 6% performance
improvements compared with the traditional “signoff and scale”
and previous work [1], respectively, while maintaining similar
power and area.
3) The proposed methodologies can successfully determine signoff modes that reduce lifetime energy for a given duty cycle.
II. D OMINANCE OF M ODES
To analyze the dominance of modes, we define the concept of
design cone as follows.
Definition: The design cone of a given mode M is the union of
(maximum frequency, voltage) operating modes for all feasible circuit
implementations that are signed off at mode M.
Fig. 2 shows the design cone R of mode A. Circuits signed off
at mode A will have their own frequency versus voltage tradeoffs.1
At a given voltage, the boundary of the design cone is determined
by the upper and lower bounds of the maximum frequency that is
achievable by circuits signed off at mode A.

1 Boundaries of a design cone can be affected by threshold voltage, gate
type, and/or wire resistance. In this brief, we determine the boundaries using
frequency versus voltage curves of high-threshold voltage (HVT) and lowthreshold voltage (LVT) cells since other parameters have little impact at
65-nm technology [1].
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Illustration of the design cone of mode A (the shaded region).

Given the design cone of mode A, a mode C ( f C , VC ) has a
positive slack (respectively, a negative slack) with respect to mode A
if fC is below (respectively, above) the lower (respectively, upper)
boundary of design cone at VC . Since the positive slack can be
exploited to reduce power [1], we say that the existence of positive
slack indicates overdesign.
We further define the dominance of modes as follows.
Definition: Given two modes M1 and M2 , if mode M2 shows
positive slacks with respect to mode M1 , we define mode
M1 as the dominant mode and mode M2 as the dominated mode.
Definition: Given two modes M1 and M2 , if mode M1 is in
the design cone of mode M2 and mode M2 is in the design cone
of mode M1 , we say that modes M1 and M2 exhibit equivalent
dominance.
In Fig. 2, mode A is dominant and mode C is dominated.
The dominant mode has tighter constraints, thus determining the
properties (e.g., area, gate count, and total capacitance) of a design in
a multimode signoff. In addition, when equivalent dominance holds
for multiple signoff modes, we expect resulting design properties
that are similar to those when the design is signed off at each mode
individually.
Based on the equivalent dominance concept, we state the following
Lemmas.2
Lemma 1: If two modes do not exhibit equivalent dominance, then
each mode is outside of the design cone of the other.
Lemma 2: Multimode signoff at modes which do not exhibit
pairwise equivalent dominance leads to overdesign.
Lemma 3: Mutual pairwise equivalent dominance holds among m
(m ≥ 3) modes if and only if the modes are collinear in the (v, f )
space for signoff.

Fig. 3.

Our adaptive search flow (top) and power model (dotted box).

D. FIND_FREQ Problem
Given Vnom , VOD , and r , and upper bounds on Pavg and POD ,
determine fnom and fOD such that (1 − r ) × fnom + r × f OD is
maximized.
IV. E FFICIENT E XPLORATION OF D ESIGN S PACE
The key challenge in signoff mode optimization is to efficiently
search for the desired modes using a small number of implementation
trials. To this end, we propose a model-based adaptive search to
explore the design space for signoff mode selection. In the modelbased adaptive search, new solutions are determined using models,
which are updated or derived from implementations with previous
solutions [3]. Fig. 3 shows our adaptive search flow. We construct
our power model based on initial samples. Using the power model,
we predict the optimal signoff mode and sample [i.e., run synthesis,
placement, and routing (SP&R)] at the predicted mode. We iteratively
sample and update the power model until the flow converges.

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATIONS
To sign off a circuit that operates at both nominal and overdrive
modes, we need to select four parameters: nominal frequency ( fnom )
and voltage (Vnom ), and overdrive frequency ( f OD ) and
voltage (VOD ). In this brief, we study the problems where
two parameters are given and two parameters must be determined
as follows.
A. FIND_OD Problem
Given f nom , Vnom , and r , and upper bounds on VOD , Pavg , and
POD , determine fOD and VOD such that f OD is maximized.
B. FIND_NOM Problem
Given fOD , VOD , and r , and upper bounds on Pavg and POD ,
determine f nom and Vnom such that fnom is maximized.
C. FIND_VOLT Problem
Given f nom , f OD , and r , and upper bounds on VOD and POD ,
determine Vnom and VOD such that Pavg is minimized.
2 Proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are given in [1]. Lemma 3 can be
established for m = 3, followed by a simple induction for m > 3.

A. Power Model
Following industry standard models (Liberty format) and tools
(e.g., [16]), we model circuit power as being comprised of
three components—switching (Psw ), internal (Pint ), and leakage
(Pleak ). Our power model uses the following circuit properties:
load capacitance (Cload ), which includes wire capacitance and the
capacitance of input pins driven by nets [6], total gate capacitance (Cgate ), and percentage of cell instances with different VT
flavors (Pct{LVT,HVT,NVT}). As we observed in Fig. 1(b), circuit
power exhibits unimodal behavior with varying signoff voltage. This
suggests that we model power as a second-order polynomial of the
signoff voltage. We also observe below that power linearly depends
on circuit properties. Therefore, we also model the circuit properties
as second-order polynomials of the signoff voltage or frequency,3 as
cload = q1 × V 2 + q2 × V + q3
cgate = q4 × V 2 + q5 × V + q6

(2)

PctLVT = q7 × V 2 + q8 × V + q9

(4)

(3)

3 Note that circuit properties may not always behave as second-order
relations with the signoff voltage or frequency, which can lead to errors in
power estimation. However, our experimental results show that the estimation
error is <10%.
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where q1 –q9 are fitting parameters. Equations (2)–(4) are used when
V is the variable in adaptive search; when f is the variable, we use f
in place of V . We then use the estimated circuit properties to model
power components.
1) Net Switching Power: We model net switching power as
Psw = k1 × α × Cload × f × V 2

(5)

where α is the switching activity factor, f and V are operating frequency and supply voltage, respectively, and k1 is a fitting parameter
used during adaptive search.
2) Internal Power: Since the internal power mainly consists of the
short circuit power, based on [8], [9], we model internal power as
Pint = k2 × α × Cgate × f × V 2

(6)

where k2 is a fitting parameter used during adaptive search.
3) Leakage Power: We use gate capacitance as a parameter to fit
leakage power [7]. Further, we use the functional form eβ×V (β is
a fitting parameter depending on technology and threshold voltages
of transistors) to model the leakage current. Due to dominant impact
of LVT cells on leakage power as compared with NVT and HVT
cells, we also use percentage of LVT cell instances in our model.
We model leakage power as
Pleak = V × Cgate × (k3 × PctLVT + k4 ) × eβ×V

(7)

Algorithm 1 Adaptive Search Flows
Procedure MIN_POWER ( f , Vmin , Vmax , Vstop )
V

+V

Run SP&R with ( f , Vmin ), ( f , Vmax ), ( f , min 2 max );
Extract circuit information (= Cload , Cgate , PctLVT , Psw , Pint and Pleak );
Build the power model based on extracted information;
i ← 1; V0 ← Vmin ;
while V ≥ Vstop do
Vi ← select the optimal V based on the power model;
Run SP&R with ( f , Vi );
Extract circuit information;
Update the power model using least squares regression (LSQR) based
on extracted information;
10: V ← Vi − Vi−1 ; i ← i + 1;
11: end while
12: return Vi−1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Procedure MAX_FREQ (V , Pmax , f min , f max , f stop )

1: Run SP&R with ( f min , V ), ( f max , V ), ( f min +2 f max , V );
2: Extract circuit information;
3: Build the power model based on extracted information;
4: i ← 1; f 0 ← f min ;
5: while  f ≥ f stop do
6:
f i ← select f based on the power model such that P = Pmax ;
7: Run SP&R with ( f i , V );
8: Extract circuit information;
9: Update the power model using LSQR based on extracted information;
10:  f ← f i − f i−1 ; i ← i + 1;
11: end while
12: return f i−1

where k3 and k4 are fitting parameters for adaptive search.
We emphasize that (5)–(7) are not for accurate power calculation.
Rather, they are based on chosen parameters for power estimation
within our adaptive search. In multimode signoff, since the circuit
is mainly determined by the dominant mode, which has the tightest
timing constraints, we use the dominant mode to model Cload , Cgate ,
and PctLVT . However, when two or more modes exhibit equivalent
dominance, we choose the modes that are not yet fixed and among
these modes we choose the mode with the largest duty cycle for
power modeling as it has the greatest impact on Pavg .

Our power model estimates Pavg based on r and our optimizations
aim at reducing Pavg or are constrained by an upper bound on Pavg .

B. Adaptive Search

D. FIND_OD Problem

We now propose two generic adaptive search flows for signoff
mode selection (shown in Algorithm 1). We then extend them to
solve the problems described in Section III.
Given a signoff frequency ( f ), we use the MIN_POWER flow to
search for the signoff voltage (V ) that minimizes circuit power (P).
The inputs Vmin and Vmax are user-specified minimum and maximum
signoff voltages, respectively. Vstop is a stopping criterion for adaptive
search. We first construct our power model based on three initial
samples (Lines 1–3). Based on the obtained power model, we predict
the optimal signoff voltage to minimize power (Line 6). We then run
SP&R with the predicted signoff voltage and update the power model
(Lines 7–9). If the change in the value of the estimated optimal
signoff voltage is less than Vstop , the adaptive search terminates.
Otherwise, more accurate estimation of the optimal signoff voltage
is predicted from the improved power model.
Given a signoff voltage (V ), we use the MAX_FREQ flow to
search for the maximum signoff frequency ( f ) under particular power
constraints (Pmax ). The input f min is the predefined lower bound on
performance and fmax is the maximum achievable frequency with
voltage V. f min and f max define the range of signoff frequency
selection. fstop is a stopping criterion.

We extend the MAX_FREQ flow to solve the FIND_OD problem
(Algorithm 2). One key observation which reduces the number of
multicorner multimode (MCMM) implementations during the adaptive search is that a circuit implemented at a particular pair of nominal
mode and overdrive mode can also run at other overdrive modes along
its frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve as shown in Fig. 4(a).
This implies that circuits implemented with a nominal mode and any
overdrive mode along one frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve
will have similar circuit properties. Thus, we can extract circuit
properties for solutions in the design cone by generating a few trial
circuits with different frequency versus voltage tradeoffs.

B. Duty-Cycle Awareness

C. Design Cone Approximation
We estimate a design cone using LVT- and HVT-only inverter
chains, as in [1].

E. FIND_NOM Problem
The FIND_NOM problem is similar to the FIND_OD problem.
We solve the FIND_NOM problem using the same methodology as
for the FIND_OD problem.
F. FIND_VOLT Problem

A. Design Space Reduction

Finding the optimal (Vnom , VOD ) pair using exhaustive search
incurs large runtime because there are O(n 2 ) feasible solutions
(n is the number of feasible signoff voltages). To reduce the runtime
complexity, we propose an approximate optimization method: for
each Vnom , we consider only one VOD , in which we determine
the VOD based on a parameter λ(Vnom ), as shown in Fig. 4(b).4

According to Lemma 2, we search only the design space in which
the equivalent dominance property holds to reduce overdesign.

4 Experimental results in Section VI show that our approximate optimization
can achieve results similar to those of the exhaustive search.

V. M ETHODOLOGY
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Algorithm 2 Method for Solving the FIND_OD Problem

Algorithm 3 Method for Solving the FIND_VOLT Problem

1: Find the design cone of the nominal mode ( f nom , Vnom );
2: Find the intersections of the maximum supply voltage Vmax and boundaries
of the design cone. Define the minimum and maximum frequencies of these
intersections as f a and f b , respectively;
3: Run MCMM SP&R with the given nominal mode and overdrive modes
f +f
defined by { f a , f b , a 2 b } and Vmax ;
4: Extract circuit information. Build or update the power model;
5: Estimate Pavg , based on the given r, corresponding to feasible overdrive
modes within the design cone. Find the maximum f OD along with the
corresponding VOD satisfying power constraints;
6: Run MCMM SP&R with the overdrive mode obtained in Step 5. Repeat
Steps 4–6 until  f OD is less than a stopping criterion f stop .

1: Define two nominal modes ( f nom , Vmin ) and ( f nom , Vmax ); For each
nominal mode, determine the VOD with the minimum Pavg by using the
MIN_POWER flow;
2: Calculate λ(Vmin ) and λ(Vmax ) with the resultant VOD ;
max
3: Run MCMM SP&R at {Vmin , Vmax , Vmin +V
} (with f nom ) and the
2
corresponding VOD (with f OD ) determined by λ values;
4: Extract circuit information. Build or update the power model;
5: Find Vnom and the corresponding VOD that achieve minimum Pavg based
on the power model;
6: Run MCMM SP&R with the Vnom and VOD obtained in Step 6. Repeat
Steps 4-6 until Pavg is less than a stopping criterion Pstop .
TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP FOR THE FIND_OD P ROBLEM

TABLE II
M ETRICS OF C IRCUITS I MPLEMENTED FOR THE FIND_OD P ROBLEM
Fig. 4. (a) Projection of mode B to mode B’ for circuit property modeling.
(b) λ(Vnom ) calculation, where λ(Vnom ) = V 1/V 2. VHVT and VLVT are
defined by the intersections of f OD and the design cone.

λ(Vnom ) indicates the ratio of HVT cells to total cells in the critical
paths. When the signoff voltage increases, paths become faster and
more HVT cells are used to reduce power. As a result, for a
fixed f nom , λ(Vnom ) increases with Vnom . We heuristically approximate λ(Vnom ) as a linear function of Vnom in our method
λ(Vnom ) =

λ(Vmax ) − λ(Vmin )
× Vnom + λ(Vmin )
Vmax − Vmin

(8)

in which Vmax and Vmin are, respectively, the maximum Vnom
at the given technology node and the minimum supply voltage at f nom , which we assume can be determined by designers.
We calculate λ(Vmax ) and λ(Vmin ) based on the desired VOD that
minimizes Pavg when Vnom equals to Vmax and Vmin , respectively.
Algorithm 3 shows the steps to solve the FIND_VOLT problem.

During adaptive search, we derive and refine our power model
using MATLAB [11].

G. FIND_FREQ Problem

A. FIND_OD Problem

For each fnom , we consider only one fOD . Further, we approximate λ( f nom ) as a linear function of f nom . Since the methodology
for the FIND_FREQ problem is similar to that for the FIND_VOLT
problem (in that the frequency and voltage axes are swapped),
we skip the detailed descriptions.

Table I shows the experimental setup, where Pavg_max , POD_max ,
and Vmax , respectively, constrain Pavg , POD , and VOD . We assume
the same overdrive mode for all four blocks from OpenSPARC T1 and
combine them into a single instance which we denote as OST1. For
each instance, we implement four methods to optimize the overdrive
mode. The signoff&scale method applies the traditional “signoff
and scale,” where we first sign off circuits with the given nominal
mode and then perform timing and power analyzes with libraries
characterized at higher voltages to search for the maximum f OD
under power constraints. Note that we perform an additional MCMM
P&R run to optimize power at both modes after the overdrive mode
is selected. The proposed method uses the proposed adaptive search.
The exhaustive search explores the entire feasible design space for
given design parameters. We also compare with the method in [1].
Results in Table II show that the proposed method achieves >8%
and 6% overdrive performance improvements compared with the
signoff and scale and the method in [1], respectively, while maintaining similar area and power. Further, the proposed method is within
4% of that obtained from the exhaustive search, while using <8% of
the exhaustive search runtime. We also note that our proposed method
is scalable due to its use of adaptive search, which is able to converge
to a near-optimal solution after a small number of SP&R runs.
When we optimize each block in OST1 individually (fine-grained
optimization) the proposed method achieves 4%–8% f OD improvement compared with the signoff and scale. For Case 3 in Table II

VI. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
Our experiments use two RTL designs (AES and JPEG) from
OpenCores [12] and four blocks (FPU, MUL, EXU, and SPU)
from OpenSPARC T1 [13]. Designs are implemented with foundry
65-nm triple-VT libraries. We synthesize designs at both nominal
and overdrive modes using Synopsys Design Compiler [15], and
pick the mode with less power after routing.5 We run MCMM
P&R using Cadence SoC Encounter [10]. To eliminate tool noise,
we execute each P&R run three times, perturbing the timing constraints by a small amount (i.e., 0.5% of the clock period) [4].
We use SensOpt [14] for postrouting leakage optimization, and
Synopsys PrimeTime [16] for timing and power analyzes. We run
timing analysis at SS corner and power analysis at FF corner. Our
basic experimental configuration assumes r = 50%. All implemented designs have worst negative slacks (WNS) ≥ −10 ps.6
5 Although this may be unnecessary when modes are equivalently dominant,
we use the same implementation for all experiments for fair comparisons.
6 The small WNS is due to the discrepancy between timing analysis in
Cadence SoC Encounter [10] and in Synopsys PrimeTime [16].
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TABLE III
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP FOR THE FIND_VOLT P ROBLEM

TABLE VII
M ETRICS OF C IRCUITS I MPLEMENTED W ITH D IFFERENT ropt

TABLE IV
M ETRICS OF C IRCUITS I MPLEMENTED FOR THE FIND_VOLT P ROBLEM

Results in Table VII show that f OD and VOD decrease with a
larger ropt . That is, given fixed power constraints, optimization with
a smaller ropt results in a faster design. Further, maximum fOD is
achieved when reval = ropt . These observations confirm the duty
cycle-awareness of our proposed method. The results also show
the cost of inaccurate prediction for r . For example, if r = 0.1
( f OD = 845 MHz), but the optimization assumes r = 0.9
( f OD = 805 MHz), there is a performance penalty of 5%.
TABLE V
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP FOR THE FIND_FREQ P ROBLEM

TABLE VI
M ETRICS OF C IRCUITS I MPLEMENTED FOR THE FIND_FREQ P ROBLEM

VII. C ONCLUSION
Based on the properties of equivalent dominance, we propose
guidelines and efficient methodologies to search for the optimal
modes for overdrive signoff. The proposed methodologies can successfully determine the signoff modes that reduce lifetime energy,
and are shown to achieve >8% and 6% performance improvements
compared with the traditional “signoff and scale” and the previous
work [1], respectively. The methodologies also result in <6% power
overhead as compared with the optimal solutions.
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